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Abstract
This work presents a model for information retrieval from multiple webpages. This
model does not need to pre-process, parser or label the webpages; and thus, it can work
online and in real time. The model introduces two new techniques for visualization that
allow us to automatically reconstruct a new webpage with the information retrieved. This
page is structured taking into account the semantically related information. The technique
has been implemented and the implementation is discussed focussing on the main problems
that appear when the proposed algorithms are integrated into a commercial web browser.
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1

Introduction

Currently, information retrieval is one of the hot topics in Internet; and indeed more in the
semantic web. However, the lack of online and real time applications able to retrieve information
automatically, is a sign of the difficulties of this task. Current techniques for information
retrieval in Internet are mainly specialized in retrieving webpages that are related to a particular
query [1]. In this context, search engines such as Google or Bing implement very accurate and
precise algorithms for finding the webpages related to a given query. Nevertheless, in many
cases, there is too much information contained in the webpage that is not related to the user’s
query. Thus, the granularity level of the answer is too big: a whole webpage.
In the context of the semantic web, it is frequent to produce more concrete results that
consist of texts that answer a given question. However, these techniques need to pre-process
the web pages that are used as the sources of information. A common approach is to build an
ontological model that is constructed and queried with languages such as RDF [2] and OWL
[3]. This imposes important restrictions on the webpages that are going to be processed; and
for this reason, the tools implemented with this approaches are often offline. The tools that use
microformats [4, 5, 6] have the same problem. In particular, webpages that use microformats
could be automatically processed thanks to the use of special meta-labels that qualify the
information and that are inserted in the (X)HTML code. But, unfortunately, the technology
that supports microformats is not mature enough, and this is the reason why much of the
webpages in Internet do not use microformats. Therefore, they cannot be processed in real
time.
In a previous work [7], we proposed an online and real time technique for information
retrieval that is able to automatically retrieve information related to a given query from a
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single webpage. This technique is based on the use of syntax distances as a measure of semantic
relations. Roughly, the technique extracts from a webpage those elements that are syntactically
close to the terms specified by the user. Therefore, the technique assumes that those terms
that are syntactically close are more semantically related. The technique was implemented and
integrated into the Firefox web browser after it was approved by the Firefox experts developers
area. Its extensive use with hundreds of users has confirmed that the use of syntax distances is
a simple but powerful idea that works in practice [8].
Recently, we have developed a new information retrieval technique that generalizes the idea
of using syntax distances between elements of a same page to multiple webpages incorporating
page distances, domain distances, etc. This new distance has been named hyper-syntactic distance. The main problem of the new technique is the difficulty of automatically reconstructing
a new webpage with the final result. In particular, when working with different webpages, new
visualization problems appear such as the overlapping of elements with absolute positions, the
incompatibility of different layouts, the integration of CSS files; and others such as the security
imposed by the browsers, the time needed to load several webpages, etc.
In this work we face these problems and explain different approaches to solve them. When
retrieving information from multiple webpages, we find that showing the information to the user
is not as simple as joining together all the blocks of information retrieved from the webpages.
The information must be presented in a way that the interrelations between the information
from different webpages is explicit. In order to do this, we propose two visualization models:
the tabular model and the hierarchical model.
The main advantages of this new technique are that it does not need the use of proxies
[9], it can work online and in real time—with any webpage—without any pre-compilation or
pre-processing phase [10]; it can process multiple sources; and it can retrieve information with
a low granularity level: one single word.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 presents our technique by
using a motivating example. Section 3 explains a novel technique for information retrieval from
multiple webpages. This technique uses two visualization models that are introduced in Section
4. In Section 5, we describe our implementation. The main problems are discussed and their
solutions explained. This section also presents the results obtained by a performance evaluation
of our tool. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2

Motivation

This section presents a real example of information retrieval using the technique presented in
this work. Let us consider a user that is browsing in Internet and she loads the main webpage
of the United States Department of Labor searching for work .
In a normal scenario, the user reads the main webpage of the department (see Figure 1)
and, using the standard browser’s filter or the search box of the webpage (if it is provided),
she looks for the word searched in the page, and she loads a new page using the corresponding
hyperlink. If the information searched is found, the process finishes, but if the information is
not in the loaded webpage, the user has to return to the previous page and explore another
hyperlink. This is repeated successively until the desired information is found. During this
process, (i) the user is forced to read much information not related to what she is looking for.
This information appears in the webpages visited during the search, and (ii) she must explore
several hyperlinks until the relevant hyperlinks are found. This process is a time-consuming
task.
In a second scenario, the user uses our tool for information retrieval. She loads the main
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Figure 1: Main webpage of the United States Department of Labor

webpage of the United States Department of Labor, she types the filtering criterion (“work”)
and she clicks on the filtering button. With a simple click, the tool automatically constructs a
new webpage with all the information related to work in the main webpage and in the webpages
accessible from it. During the analysis of the webpages, the tool explores the relevant hyperlinks
to extract the desired information from each of them. With all the information retrieved, a
new webpage with the results is generated. This webpage, only contains information relevant
for the user.
In Figure 2 all the ocurrences of the filtering criterion are highlighted. This is the result
of using the standard search with the term “work”. Unfortunately, the information provided
by this search is poor; but it includes some useful hyperlinks such as “work hours” (at the
left). Our algorithm is able to automatically filter this webpage and explore each relevant
hyperlink to reach other pages in the same or in other domains in order to gather all the
relevant information according to the filtering criterion. With this information, the algorithm
produces a new webpage as the one shown in Figure 3.
In this case, the model used to reconstruct the final webpage is the hierarchical model .
The hierarchical model groups the retrieved information blocks according to their minimum
syntactical distance; placing them as close as possible. For this representation, the information
blocks are nested immediately after the hyperlink that points to the webpage to which they
belong. This process is recursively repeated with the new hyperlinks that are found inside these
retrieved blocks.
In the example, the first information shown is composed of the blocks retrieved from the
main webpage of the Department of Labor. From these blocks the hyperlinks are extracted and
ordered by relevance according to their syntactical distance. Then, these new webpages are
analyzed producing new relevant blocks that are placed next to their corresponding hyperlinks
in the already visualized webpage. Internally, a block with relevant information is a set of
HTML nodes (i.e., a DOM subtree of an HTML webpage) grouped inside an HTML container
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Figure 2: Ocurrences of word work

Figure 3: Results webpage after filtering the the United States Department of Labor’s website

(e.g., a table, a layer, etc.). In Figure 3 we can observe that some blocks are placed after their
corresponding hyperlink. For instance, at the top, we have a block after the “work hours”
hyperlink. This block has been extracted from the webpage that contains information about
work hours regulations in USA. The original webpage about work hours is shown in Figure 4.
Note that the results webpage only shows a part of the information of this webpage. The blocks
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of information extracted contain the information that is related to the filtering criterion. The
other information was discarded.

Figure 4: Work hours webpage
In Figure 3 the third block of information contains information related to worker’s compensation. This block is placed after the block associated to work hours because it has been
extracted from the page pointed by the hyperlink after the one that pointed to the work hours
webpage. In particular, the webpage source of this information is shown in Figure 5. Some
blocks are nested in the final webpage (see Figure 3) because they are associated to a webpage accessed from a hyperlink of the parent block. As a consequence of this scheme, in this
model the webpages are decomposed and their relevant blocks are mixed in a hierarchical shape
according to their navigational relations.
In addition to the hierarchical model, in this work we propose another model called tabular
model . In contrast to the hierarchical model, the tabular model provides a representation with
a page granularity. That is, the information retrieval engine retrieves blocks with relevant information from each analyzed webpage; but these blocks are maintained in the final representation
so that they keep their original structure. Both models will be presented in the next sections.

3

Information Retrieval from Multiple Webpages

This section presents an information retrieval algorithm able to extract information from multiple webpages. Our algorithm uses a previous algorithm to extract information from single
webpages. The details of this algorithm can be found in [11]. In the following, we will assume
the existence of a function getSlice(p,q) that implements this algorithm. Given a webpage p
and a filtering criterion q, getSlice extracts from p all the information related to q.
We provide now a precise definition of webpage and filtering criterion. We will assume that
a webpage is represented by a DOM tree [12].
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Figure 5: Night and shift work webpage

Definition 3.1 (DOM tree). A DOM tree t=(V,E) is a tree whose nodes V are labeled with
HTML labels, and they interconnected with a set of edges E according to the DOM specification
[12].
Definition 3.2 (webpage). A webpage is a tuple (u,t) where u is a URL and t is a DOM tree.
A filtering criterion is composed of one or more words associated to the information that we
want to retrieve; and one proximity measure that represents the syntax distance between what
we are looking for and what we retrieve.
Definition 3.3 (Filtering criterion). A filtering criterion is a pair (w, d) where w is a string
that represents the desired information; and d is an integer that represents the precision used
in the search.
Example 1. The webpage in Figure 6 (left) is the main webpage of the Technical University
of Valencia1 . If we filter this webpage with the filtering criterion (“student”, 0), we get the
webpage in Figure 6 (right).
The DOM tree of this webpage is huge. Hence, we focus on a part of the webpage. Concretely,
if we observe the text in the gray column at the left, the part of the DOM tree that represents
this text is shown in Figure 7.
In the figure, the black node contains the word “student”. From this node, all its ancestors
and successors are kept in the filtered webpage. Because the required precision is 0, no more
nodes are retrieved, and thus, white nodes are discarded. The produced subtree corresponds to
the text in the gray area of the filtered webpage.
1 This is the English version, but note that, since the technique is based on syntax distances, it works equally
with any language.
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Figure 6: Webpage of the Technical University of Valencia (left) and its filtered version (right)

Figure 7: DOM subtree of the Technical University of Valencia’s webpage
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The Hyper-syntactic Distance

Usually, there exist in a webpage many hyperlinks to other related webpages. An information
retrieval algorithm should be able to explore all these hyperlinks in order to reach the relevant
information of other webpages and then, reconstruct a new webpage with all the retrieved
information. However, we want our technique to work online and in real time. This means that
loading all the hyperlinks is not possible because it would require too much time. Therefore,
our technique must explore only some hyperlinks during the search and discard the others. In
order to solve this problem, in a previous work [13] we proposed a unit of measurement called
hyper-sintactic distance. It allows us to order the hyperlinks of a set of webpages by relevance
with respect to a filtering criterion. In essence, the hyper-sintactic distance determines the
relevance of a hyperlink H in a webpage p with respect to a DOM node n in a webpage p0
considering three fundamental measures: the distance in the DOM tree from H to n if p = p0 ,
or from H to the root of p if p 6= p0 ; the number of pages that must be traversed from p0 to p
and the number of domains that must be traversed from the domain of p0 to the domain of p.
The combination of these measures produces a value that is known as hyper-sintactic distance
and that approximates the semantic relation la between n and H.
In the following, we will assume the existence of a function getMostRelevantLink(links, q)
that given a set of hyperlinks links, and a filtering criterion q, it returns the hyperlink that is
more relevant considering its hyper-sintactic distance with respect to q. The interested reader
is referred to [13] where this unit of measurement is explained in detail.
For our purposes, in the rest of the article we can view an hyperlink as a directed arc between
two webpages.
Definition 3.4 (Hyperlink). An hyperlink is a pair (u,v) where u is the URL of a source
webpage and v is the URL of the target webpage.
Thanks to the hyper-sintactic distance, we could define a simple information retrieval algorithm that repeats three fundamental steps:
1. Filter the current webpage (getSlice)
2. Find the most relevant hyperlink in the loaded webpages (getMostRelevantLink )
3. Load the webpage pointed by the most relevant hyperlink
Finally, when no more relevant hyperlinks exist, we could reconstruct a new webpage with
the retrieved information. Nevertheless, this scheme is not appropriate for an online tool.
The reason is that loading a webpage needs approximately one second. This means that the
previous scheme would not show to the user any result until all the webpages had been analyzed
and filtered, that implies too much time for a real time tool. Remember that web design
guidelines establish 10 seconds as the maximum response time [14]. Therefore, we propose
a more appropriate solution in which the information is reconstructed and shown to the user
incrementally as it is being retrieved. This means that the user can see the retrieved information
from the first second, and this information is increased as the analysis continues.

4

Visualization of the Retrieved Information

This section introduces a new technique to incrementally integrate and visualize the information
recovered from multiple webpages. This technique uses two independent (but very related)
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algorithms for the visualization of the information. The first one presents the information
tabularly, the second one uses a hierarchical representation.
Both algorithms are able to retrieve information from different webpages and show it incrementally while it is being recovered. The main difference between them is the way in which the
information is visualized in the browser.
Tabular Visualization The lowest granularity level in this representation is a page. Basically,
the final webpage is a linear succession of the filtered webpages. Each filtered webpage
is considered as a whole, and thus, all the information that appeared together in the
filtered webpage, is also together in the final webpage. The filtered webpages are ordered
according to their navigational structure using a depth-first order.
Example 2. The next figure shows a set of linked webpages where the dark part represents
the relevant information. At the right, we see the tabular representation of this relevant
information.

Hierarchical Visualization The lowest granularity level in this representation is a word. In
this representation, the final webpage is a tree where the filtered webpages are organized.
In contrast to the tabular representation, the filtered webpages can be mixed because
each filtered webpage is placed next to the hyperlink that references it.
Example 3. The following figure complements Example 2 showing the hierarchical representation of the same set of webpages.

4.1

Tabular Visualization

Algorithm 1 implements the tabular visualization model. This algorithm uses the following
functions:
timeout() This function controls that the algorithm is not executed more time than the specified
by the user in the configuration. When the specified time is reached it returns True.
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getSlice(p, q) It returns the slice produced after filtering webpage p with the query q. This is
done using the algorithm proposed in [11].
createIf rame(d) This function creates and returns one DOM node of type iframe whose content is the DOM tree d received as a parameter.
append(n, m) It appends the DOM node m as a child of the DOM node n.
getLinks(nodes) It extracts all the hyperlinks of a set nodes of DOM nodes.
getM ostRelevantLink(links, q) It extracts from the set links the hyperlink with a lower hypersyntactic distance with respect to the filtering criterion q. It is used to determine what is
the next hyperlink that should be processed.
load(page) It loads the webpage page.
getN ode(l) It returns the DOM node associated to hyperlink l.
Function processW ebP age is a recursive function that loads the most relevant pages from
a set of hyperlinks that are potentially processable. Each time a new webpage is loaded, it is
analyzed and new relevant hyperlinks are added to the set. Every loaded webpage is parsed,
then filtered, and the result produced is shown with function show. This implies that the final
webpage is shown incrementally, page after page. This process is repeated until a timeout is
reached.
Function show has been specialized for each model. In the tabular model, it creates an
iframe whose content is the webpage that has been just filtered, and this iframe is put next to
the webpage that contains the hyperlink that pointed to this webpage.

4.2

Hierarchical Visualization

Algorithm 2 implements the hierarchical visualization model. This algorithm, shares most of the
functions (including processWebPage) used in Algorithm 1 that were explained in the previous
section. In addition, it uses the following functions:
getP arent(n) It returns the first ancestor of node n that is of type container (table, div, frame,
etc.).
createContainer() It creates and returns a DOM node of type table.
The behavior of this algorithm and Algorithm 1 is very similar. The main difference is
function show. In this case, show has been specialized to show the filtered webpage as a part
of the webpage that referenced it. This is done by creating a new container of type table. The
type table is a good selection because it allows us to establish relative sizes and because it has
a Z axis equal to zero; and thus, it is never superposed to the elements already shown in the
page. The new table is linked with the first ancestor node n that is a container. In this way,
the new webpage is integrated into the webpage that referenced it, exactly in the point of the
webpage where the hyperlink was (in the container of this hyperlink).
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Algorithm 1 Tabular Visualization
Input: A webpage P , and a filtering criterion q
Output: A webpage P 0
Initialization: link = ∅
function show(N ode n, DOM d)
showT abular(n, d)
function showT abular(N ode n, DOM d)
if rame = createIf rame(d)
append(n, if rame)
function processW ebP age(Link l, W ebP age p)
relevantN odes = getSlice(p, q)
if (l 6= ∅)
then nodeC = getN ode(l)
else nodeC = < BODY >
show(nodeC, relevantN odes)
links = links ∪ getLinks(relevantN odes)
if (timeout() ∨ links = ∅)
then exit()
else link = getM ostRelevantLink(links, q)
links = links\link
newP age = load(U RL2) where link = (U RL1, U RL2)
processW ebP age(link, newP age)
return
< HT M L >
< BODY >
processW ebP age(link, P )
< \HT M L >
< \BODY >

5

Implementation

In this section we describe the implementation of the algorithms proposed and we discuss the
main problems that emerge when integrating them into a browser.
The implementation is much more complex than the algorithms presented here because it
has to make some transformations of the filtered webpages in order to guarantee that they are
correct. For instance, the size attributes of the retrieved webpages must be changed to ensure
that they fit into the container where they are inserted. The CSS styles must be imported so
that the retrieved information keeps the original format, etc.
All the source code of our tool is open. Therefore, for concrete details about the design
decisions taken, we refer the interested reader to:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/webfiltering
The implementation has to perform some additional checks before it loads the webpages
pointed by the relevant hyperlinks. In particular, the information retrieval engine only pro75
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Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Visualization
Input: A webpage P , and a filtering criterion q
Output: A webpage P 0
Initialization: link = ∅
function show(N ode n, DOM d)
showHierarchical(n, d)
function showHierarchical(N ode n, DOM d)
container = createContainer()
if (n 6=< BODY >)
then append(getP arent(n), container)
else append(n, container)
append(container, d)
return
< HT M L >
< BODY >
processW ebP age(link, P )
< \HT M L >
< \BODY >

cesses (X)HTML pages; hence, it is a waste of time to load files of type PDF, MP3, etc. 2 In
order to avoid the load of such files, the object XMLHttpRequest is used to inspect the headers
of the page before loading it, and thus, only loading those that contain useful information. For
that, we use the following functions:
r = newXM LHttpRequest();
r.open(“HEAD”, url);
r.send(null);
r.getResponseHeader(“Content − T ype”);
In this section we focus on the two main problems that appear when we implement the
algorithms. These problems will appear in any platform or commercial browser where they are
implemented:
• Layers. One of the most important visualization problems is caused by layers, because
they use absolute positions. Concretely, during the filtering phase, it is frequent to find
various webpages with layers whose position is defined with absolute values. When this
happens, it is possible that, in the final webpage reconstructed from these webpages, the
positions of different layers (extracted from different webpages) overlap. An example is
shown in Figure 8.
The solution is to transform all layers with absolute positions to tables of the same size
that are placed in the same position than the layer in the original webpage, but they are
2 We are currently implementing an algorithm which is able to extract information from text and PDF
documents, but the algorithm which is distributed in Firefox only processes (X)HTML.
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Figure 8: Problem caused by layers
relocated in the final webpage thanks to the use of relative positions.
• Security. Another of the main implementation problems is caused by the security systems of web browsers. In particular, there exists one kind of vulnerability of web browsers
called Cross Site Scripting or XSS, where an attacker could execute scripts from a page
or domain different from the loaded webpage. XSS has been avoided by current web
browsers with a security system that blocks the execution of dangerous code.
As it was explained in previous sections, our algorithms retrieve content from multiple
webpages, they filter the content, and finally show a final webpage with the results.
Therefore, the final webpage can contain scripts from multiple webpages and domains.
When this happens, the security system anti-XSS is activated and it removes all the
content that is potentially dangerous. This makes the final result to be incomplete,
unstructured, or even completely empty.
The security system anti-XSS works as follows: When a user loads a webpage, the browser
explores the DOM tree to find script labels or nodes. If they are found, the script
interpreter executes the scripts only if they belong to the loaded webpage. If, contrarily,
the script belongs to another webpage, it is blocked. Concretely, the security system is
activated when we filter the retrieved webpages; and it blocks all the scripts (and some
other insecure elements), removing all the content that could be dangerous.
Our implemented solution is the creation of an iframe object in which we load each
filtered webpage. The iframe container does not activate anti-XSS because this container
allows the load of URLs, thus embedding webpages inside other webpages. This solution
works if we define the iframe object with some special properties:
f rame = document.createElement(“if rame”);
...
f rame.setAttribute(“type”, “content”);
...
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f rame.webN avigation.allowJavascript = f alse;
f rame.webN avigation.allowM etaRedirects = true;
f rame.webN avigation.allowP lugins = f alse;
It is interesting to highlight that the iframe must be of type ‘content’. When a container
is defined of type content, the browser only draws the information of the webpage but
it does not execute any script. For this reason, we can retrieve the filtered information
avoiding the anti-XSS security system. When a DOM tree is filtered, we put the new
nodes inside a new container and we embed the container in the final webpage.

5.1

Performance Evaluation

The main bottleneck of this technique is the load of webpages; because it depends on the
connection speed, the current state of the network, and many other external factors that affect
the response time. In order to guarantee that the tool is able to work in real time, we must ensure
that the results are shown in a bounded time. For this reason, the tool uses function timeout()
(explained in Section 4.1). According to Jakob Nielsen’s web usability design guidelines [14],
in our implementation we established 10 seconds as the default value for the timeout. This
value can be changed at any time, but our experiments demonstrate that it is often enough. In
Table 1 we show the number of hyperlinks explored, with a timeout of 10 seconds, for several
webpages analyzed. The average result is 13,5 webpages analyzed for each URL.
URL
www.iee.org
www.upv.es
www.who.int
www.un.org
www.esa.int
www.nasa.org
www.mec.es
www.edu.gva.es
www.ilo.org
www.unicef.es
www.mityc.es
www.mozilla.org

Filtering criterion
student
student
OMS
Haiti
launch
space
beca
universitat
projects
Haiti
turismo
firefox

Links visited
12
18
25
6
13
16
18
20
8
10
9
7

Table 1: Number of analyzed webpages with timeout=10 seconds
Note that a timeout of 10 seconds is the maximum time used to complete the final results
webpage. But the visualization algorithms are incremental, thus, as an average, the first result
is shown in less than a second (10/13,5 seconds).
All figures and examples of this paper are real examples produced with analyses made by
our tool. More examples and information about the tool can be found at:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/webfiltering
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Conclusions

This article introduces two new models of visualization for information retrieved from multiple
webpages. The tabular model is specially good for complex webpages, because it keeps the
original internal structure of the loaded webpages, and they are shown as unitary blocks. The
hierarchical model is particularly interesting for pages with a lot of textual content, and it works
very well, e.g., in forums, where it is able to find the relevant subjects and explore the threads
with the answers joining together all the related information.
We are currently studding the possibility of combining both models. This combination would
produce a hybrid model able to behave differently depending on the structure of the webpage
that has been processed. In addition, we plan to change the hierarchical representation with a
new tree-view that represents a personalized website map where the nodes of the tree are the
filtered webpages, and where the user could collapse or expand the paths to the information.
In this way, the generated web maps would be personalized with the user’s filtering criterion.
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